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Abstract 

The polarization difference (i .e. the difference between the vertically and horizontally polarized ra
diation) observed by the microwave radiometers over ocean originates from reflection at the water 
surface and from scattering within clouds. For a calm water surface the polarization is due to the fact 
that the media on both sides of the boundary have different dielectric constants. The polarization dif
ference by the water surface can reach about 80 K depending on frequency. The much weaker pola
rization difference due to clouds consisting of spherical particles (a few Kelvin) is caused by the ani
sotropic phase matrix in combination with the anisotropic intensity field produced by emission. 

For rain clouds the polarization difference is generally positive and can reach 10 K. But, due to ab
sorption from gases and cloud water the polarization difference is mostly reduced to 2 K or less. For 
ice clouds, the polarization difference is positive for low ice water contents at low frequencies, negati
ve for high ice water contents at high frequencies, and mixed positive and negat ive for other cases. 
For a finite cloud the sign of the polarization difference can also change with the size of the cloud. 
The sign of the polarization difference can change depending of the order of scattering. For a rain 
cloud the polarization difference at low frequency (Le. 37 GHz) is positive for all orders of scattering. 
Opposite results are obtained at high frequency (Le. 183 GHz) for an ice cloud. 

Zusammenfassung 

Der Polarisationsgrad der Mikrowellenstrahlung, die das System OzeanlAtmosphare in den Welt
raum verHiBt, hat ihren Ursprung in der Reflexion an der Ozeanoberflache und in Streuprozessen an 
atmospharischen Hydrometeoren. Die Intensitatsdifferenz zwischen vertikal und horizontal polari
sierter Strahlung (Polarisationsdifferenz), welche durch ersteren ProzeB erzeugt wird , kann bis zu 80 
K betragen. Effekte der atmospharischen Streuung sind mit wenigen Kelvin deutlich geringer, aber 
nicht vernachlassigbar. 

Gemessene Polarisationsdifferenzen Uber optisch dicken Wolken werden in der Literatur meist mit 
aspharischen Hydrometeoren in Verbindung gebracht. Wir zeigen, theoretisch und durch numerische 
Experimente, daB auch spharische Teilchen Polarisationsdifferenzen hervorrufen; diese entstehen 
durch das Zusammenspiel von anisotroper Phasenmatrix der Streuer und der anisotropen Quell
strahlung. Die durch Streuung erzeugte Polarisationsdifferenz bei horizontal unendlich ausgedehn
ten Wolken ist positiv (negativ), wenn die parallele Komponente der Phasenmatrix fUr aile Streuwin
kel kleiner (graBer) ist als die senkrechte Komponente. Sind beide Komponenten gleich, so ver
schwindet die Polarisationsdifferenz. FUr aile anderen Fa.lIe hangen Betrag und Vorzeichen der resul
tierenden Polarisationsdifferenz von der Einfachstreualbedo, der optischen Dicke der Streuer und 
vom Beobachtungswinkel abo 

FUr Regenwolken ist die Polarisationsdifferenz meist positiv und kann theoretisch 10 K erreichen; 
durch Absorption in den Tropfen und durch atmospharische Gase wird sie jedoch auf 2 K oder weni
ger reduziert. FUr Eiswolken ist die Polarisationsdifferenz noch geringer; sie ist positiv fUr niedrige 
Eiswassergehalte bei niedrigen Frequenzen und negativ fUr hohe Eiswassergehalte bei hohen Fre
quenzen. Dabei ist das Vorzeichen der Polarisationsdifferenz auch von der Ordnung des Streupro
zesses abhangig. FUr endlich ausgedehnte Wolken andert sich das Vorzeichen der Polarisationsdiffe
renz zudem mit der Wolkengra13e. 

Es ist bekannt, daB bei polarisierter Strahlung die LOsung der skalaren Strahlungstransportg1eichung 
zu Fehlern von 10 % fUhren kann . Durch theoretische Oberfegungen auf der Basis der SOS-Metho
de mach en wir den Ursprung dieses Fehlers deutlich . Wir zeigen aber auch, daB im Mikrowellenbe
reich dieser Fehler viel geringer ist. 
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1 Introduction 

The polarization difference of microwave radiation is 
an important signature for the estimation of atmos
pheric and surface parameters from space. This sig
nature originates either from the earth surface or 
from anisotropic scattering by atmospheric consti
tuents. Over water surfaces polarization differences 
can approach 100 K as a result of Fresnel reflection 
at the relatively plane boundary between two dielec
tric media, water and air. Over land surfaces pola
rization differences are much smaller, due to large 
penetration depths and scattering at the irregular 
boundary. 

In passive microwave remote sensing the atmos
phere is often assumed as a depolarizing medium, i.e. 
the polarization difference caused by the surface is 
diminished by absorption (which reduces intensity 
regardless of polarization) and scattering. In this 
context, reduction of polarization is used to estimate 
the atmospheric opacity or the intensity of scattering 
in order to infer rain rate (e.g. Petty, 1994) or wind. 
Over land polarization is used to estimate vegetation 
cover (e.g. Choudhury and Tucker, 1987). But in ge
neral, scattering by atmospheric hydrometeors does 
also produce polarization differences, even when the 
radiation source - Planck emission by the atmos
phere - is locally isotropic, and even when the 
scattering particles are spherical (Simmer, 1994). The 
latter is the main theme of this paper. 

Chandrasekhar (1960) has shown that the intensity 
of the reflected solar radiation calculated by scalar 
radiative transfer theory (unpolarized radiative 
transfer model) from Rayleigh's phase function ge
nerally differs up to 10 % from the intensity obtai
ned by the use of the Stokes vector radiative transfer 
theory (i.e. polarized radiative transfer model). Dif
ferences of up to 23 % between using scalar and vec
tor radiative thansfer theories for transmitted radia
tion were reported by Kattawar et. al. (1976) from 
calculations in the visible spectrum for Rayleigh 
scattering. Recently, Mishchenko et al. (1994) found 
errors up to 12 % when neglecting polarization in 
visible reflectance calculations for Rayleigh scatter
ing atmospheres. The differences between using 
scalar and using vector radiative transfer theory are 
very small in visible and near-IR reflectance compu
tations for large spherical particles (Hansen, 1971). 
We study this problem in the microwave spectrum, 
where the atmosphere itself and the surface are the 
dominant radiation sources, and we will show that 
the resulting intensity difference to the un polarized 
case is very small (- 0.2 K). In Section 2 we discuss 

the polarization caused by water surface and clouds. 
We will show theoretically, that an anisotropic phase 
matrix will always produce polarized radiation when 
the impinging radiation is dependent on the zenith 
angle. We also shwo that second order scattering is 
responsible for both polarization and the intensity 
difference between codes using and not using the 
Stokes scattering matrix. In Section 3 we discuss the 
equivalence between the successive orders of scatter
ing (SOS) method and the Monte Carlo method for 
plane-parallel media. In Section 4 the SOS method is 
used to evaluate quantitatively polarization diffe
rence and intensity for infinite clouds. The Monte 
Carlo method is used to compute the effects for 
finite clouds. 

2 Polarization Difference and Intensity 

To discuss the polarization and the intensity diffe
rence we need several definitions. 


The Stokes Vector can be defined in two forms: Sl= 

[/, Q, U, Vp and S = [Iv> 1iJ, U, \-']1. The superscript t 

denotes the transpose. The scalar intensity I is defi

ned as 


1=lv+lh (1) 

and the polarization difference Q is defined by 

Q=lv-Ih (2) 

with Iv and Ih the vertically and horizontally polari
zed radiances, respectively. U and V denote the plane 
of polarization and the ellipticity of the electromag
netic wave. The electric field vector of horizontally 
polarized radiation is normal to the meridian plane, 
which contains the z-axis and the direction of the el
ectromagnetic wave. The electric field vector of the 
vertically polarized radiation is parallel to the plane. 
For a spherical particle the scattering matrix P for the 
Stokes Vector S2 can be written in the form (Van de 
Hulst 1957) 

PII o 

o 
 P" (3)P= o o 

o o 


The scattering matrix P is defined in the scattering 
plane, which contains incident and outgoing direc
tions. The so-called perpendicular component Prr 

refers to the electrical field amplitude normal to the 
scattering plane and PII , the so-called parallel com
ponent, refers to the electrical field amplitude paral
lel to the scattering plane. Since the meridian plane 
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Figure lao Schematic drawing of the incident, reflected, and 
transmitted electric fields at the air-water interface. The upper 
figure is for the polarization parallel (i . e. vertical polarization) 
to the incident plane. The under figure ist for the polarization 
normal (i.e. horizontal polarization) to the incident plane. 

is generally different from the scattering plane the 
Stokes Vector needs to be rotated from the meridian 
plane into the scattering plane by a rotation matrix. 
After multiplication by the scattering matrix the 
scattered Stokes Vector needs to be rotated back 
from the scattering plane to the meridian plane by 
another rotation matrix. The product of the scatte

ring matrix multiplied by the two rotation matrices 
may be called the phase matrix. 

For unpolarized radiation the phase matrix and the 
scattering matrix reduce to the phase function. The 
phase function P is defined by 

1
P=2(PI/+P,,) (4) 

2.1 Polarization from Water Surfaces 

The polarization difference of microwave radiation 
above the oceanic atmosphere comes mainly from 
the water surface. The polarization difference is 
about 80 K for the low frequencies. For a calm water 
surface the z-axis is the normal direction of the water 
surface. The incidence, reflection, transmission, and 
the meridian planes are the same.The perpendicular 
component is then the horizontal component and 
the parallel component is the vertical component. 
The reflectance of the water surface described by 
Fresnel's equations depends on the incident angle 
only, and both vertical and horizontal components 
are in general different from each other. The trans
mission angle depends on the incident angle accor
ding to Snell's law. The reason for the polarized re
flectances, even for non-polarized incident radiation, 
can be traced to the vibration of the water molecule 
dipole. For the electric field vector normal to the in
cidence plane (i.e. horizontal polarization) the re
flected electric field vector and the oscillating dipole 
vector are in line, resulting in a high reflection (see 
Figure 1a). For the electric field vector parallel to the 
incidence plane (i.e. vertical polarization) the reflec

.......... .- plane B contains the outgoing 
z-axis ./ B .... direction and is normal to plane A 

.f '. outgoing direction 

plane A contains z-axis and 
outgoing direction A 

Figure lb. Schematic drawing of two scattering events occurring in the orthogonal planes A and B. 
Plane A is the meridian plane, which contains the outgoing direction and z-axis. Plane B contains the 
outgoing direction and is normal to the plane A. 
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ted electric field vector and the oscillating dipole ex
cited by the incoming wave form an angle, resulting 
in a lower reflection (see Figure 1a). The reflection 
for the vertical polarization completely disappears 
when the angle between reflected electrical field 
vector and the oscillating dipole vector becomes 90°. 
Then the reflection direction is normal to the trans
mission direction. The incidence angle for this case is 
called the Brewster angle (Stratton, 1941). 

The polarization of microwave radiation from the 
sea surface generally decreases with the increase of 
the wind near sea surface. This is a combined result 
of foam, sub-scale roughness scattering, and the de
viation of the surface slope from the horizontal. 

2.2 Polarization and Intensity Difference from 
Clouds 

The physical reason of the polarization difference 
caused by scattering within clouds is different from 
that of the sea surface, because the electromagnetic 
wave scattered by a spherical particle can travel in 
all directions. For a plane-parallel and homogeneous 
cloud layer containing spherical scatterers at tempe
rature T, the radiative transfer equation can be writ
ten as (Liou , 1980) 

"![~Ht1- ~!Htr"' dO'-(l-oo) T(5) 

with the phase matrix 

111 + P,r 111 - P,r 0 0 

. 111 - P" 111 + Prr 0 0 s= L(1t- 12) 0 0 L(il) (6)
-S21 - D21[ 

o 0 Dz1 521 

and rotation matrix for X = i 1 or X=1t - i2 

1 0 0 0]
o cos2X -sin2x 0 (7)L(X)= o sin2x cos2X 0 

o 0 0 Il
where B(T) is the Planck function, J.l = cos(9), 9 the 
zenith angle, and wthe single scattering albedo. i1 is 
an angle between scattering plane and incidence pla
ne, which contains incidence ray and z-axis. iz is an 
angle between scattering plane and outgoing plane, 
which contains outgoing ray and z-axis. Obviously, 
the upper left corner submatrix of the phase matrix S 
will be a diagonal matrix when p/[ = P". In this case 
I and Q in Eq . (5) can be decoupled into two equa

tions: one for the intensity and the other for the 
polarization difference which has a zero solution 
when there is no source for Q. In general, I and Q in 
Eq. (5) do not decouple. The intensity I serves as a 
source for Q, resulting in a non-zero polarization. 
The non-zero polarization difference Q, on the other 
hand, changes I. The interaction between I and Q is 
the cause for the non-zero polarization and for the 
different I compared to results obtained with unpo
larized radiative transfer codes. 

The value of Q can be either positive or negative. 
Since U and V in Eq. (5) have a zero-solution for a 
plane-parallel homogeneous medium (Tsang et aI., 
1985) we may focus on the components I and Q. For 
the case p/[ < P", the upper corner sub-matrix of the 
phase matrix in Eq. (6) is a so-called M-Matrix, 
which has a positive inverse (Hackbusch, 1986) and 
which always has a positive solution. This point is di
scussed for Rayleigh scattering in the Appendix A. 
This point will also be shown in the numerical results 
in Section 4. For the case p/[ > P", we can get the 
same result replacing Q by -Q. Thus, it may be con
cluded that 

Iv -Ih ~ 0, when p/[ ~ Prr (8) 

Iv -Ih ~ 0, when p/[ ~ Prr (9) 

Iv=lh' when PU=Prr (10) 

The larger the difference between parallel and per
pendicular components of the scattering matrix, the 
larger the polarization difference. The demonstrati
on of the above conclusions is referred to Appendix 
B. For other cases (e.g p/[ ~ Prr for some scattering 
angles, but Pu ~ Prr for other scattering angles) the 
sign of the polarization difference depends on the 
single scattering albedo, the optical depth, and the 
viewing angle. In most cases Eq. (8) is satisfied, such 
as in water clouds and rain clouds with light to mo
derate rain rates. Condition Eq. (9) is satisfied for ice 
clouds and at high frequencies. Condition Eq. (10) is 
satisfied for isotropic scattering. 

3 Radiative Transfer Models 

Several methods for solving the equation of radiati
ve transfer are known (e.g. Hansen and Travis, 1974; 
Lenoble, 1985). We choose the successive orders of 
scattering method (Weinman and Guetter, 1977) be
cause this method enables easy treatment of indivi
dual scattering events. For a plane-parallel layer the 
Stokes Vector reduces to two components and Eq. 
(5) can be solved by N successive orders of scatte
ring, i.e., 
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(11)UJ= j~J~~~] 

with N the maximum number of scattering events ta
ken into account. To simplify our discussion, a plane
parallel and homogeneous cloud layer with a tem
peature T, a single albedo 00, an extinction coeffi
cient ~, and a total optical depth 0 is chosen. The 
cloud is composed of spherical particles. The zeroth 
order of scattering (emission only) is 

[ 
/vO] = (1- fu) (1- e -(Ii-t)/I~I) [B(T)] 
IhO B(T) 

(12) 

for upward radiance, and 

[ 
/vo] = (1- fu) (1- e-t/~) [B(T)]
IhO B(T) (13) 

for downward radiance (11 > 0), with 't the optical 
depth at any position within the cloud. 


It can be seen from Eq. (12) and Eq. (13) that the ra

diation field is not polarized by the zeroth order of 

scattering, and there is no difference for the intensity 

by using polarized and un polarized radiative models, 

I.e. 

Ivo = IhO =10 (14) 

The polarized radiances scattered j times (where j 
~ 1) can also be readily generated from 

for upward radiance (Weinman and Guetter, 1977), 
and 

[;:1= k" WI:.: ~][:~:: ld~+"'" (\6) 

for downward radiances. The first order of scattering 
from Eq. (15) is then 

/vl]= ~so lSi [Pvv PVh][/vo] dll'/llll) e-(t'-t)/11l1 dt'
[Ihl 2 Phv Phh Iho 

t -I (17) 

=~sOlsl v[(Pvv PVh)IO]dll'/llll)e-(t'-t)/lllldt' 
2 (Phv P"h)Io 

t -I 
and the intensity for the first order of scattering ist 

- 011 )= -TS S (Pvv + Pvh + Phv + Phh )/odll' 11111 e-(t' -t)/11l1 dt' (18) 
t -I 

= W Jls IoPdll' 11111) e-(t'-t)/11l1 dt' 

t -I 

The scalar intensity 11 in Eq. (18) remains unchanged 
by using either polarized or unpolarized radiative 
transfer models. But IVI and IhI are different because 
Pvv + Pvh ;t. Phv + Phh (which can be easily verified 
for a Rayleigh phase matrix) and 10 depends on the 
zenith angle for vertically finite cloud layers (i.e. hig
her radiances at larger angles). In summary, polariza
tion difference is introduced by first order scattering 
due to the anisotropic phase matrix combined with 
an anisotropic impinging radiation field. Integration 
in Eq. (17) will not balance out polarization effects 
because the anisotropies in the elements of the pha
se matrix and 10 are in generally uncorrelated. For 
the case of the Rayleigh scattering (Chandrasekhar, 
1960), the phase matrix elements in (17) are 

Pvv + Pvh = %(2 -11-2 - 211-'11-'+311-211-'11-') (19a) 

Phv + Phh = 1.. (1 + 11-'11-') (19b)
4 

For this case (17) can be written as 

(19c) 

I j{} (1- 311'11-') 10 dl1-'~I1-I} e-(t'-t)~111 d't' 
t -1 

It can be seen from (19c) that IvI - Ihl =0 when 11 = 
± 1 (i.e. at nadir) and Ivl - hI> 0 for other angles be

cause the values of 10 (see (13» for l1'e [0, ~] [I1-'e 

[- ~. 0]J are larger than the values of 10 for 
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The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (21) is the 
intensity for the unpolarized radiative transfer calcu
lation. Therefore, the second term on the right hand 
side of Eq. (21) results in the intensity difference. 
The difference results from the anisotropic phase 
matrix and the polarization difference of the intensi
ty field created by the first scattering event. 

The polarization difference from a finite cloud is qui
te different from that from a plane-parallel cloud. To 
account correctly for spatial variabilities in the hori
zontal plane the full Stokes Vector and the azimuth 
angle must be taken into account. We use the 3 D 
Monte Carlo method (Liu et ai., 1996) to study the 
polarization difference for a finite cloud. First, we 
derive analytically the formulation of the Monte 
Carlo method from the successive orders of scatte
ring method. The polarized radiances scattered j ti
mes (j ~ 1) can be generated from (Liu et ai., 1996) 

/Vi _ ~ 2. I ; 1112 ;3 ;4-[;Vj_1 ) 
Ihj = ~ I I I 21 F12 23 24 /oJ-I d¢" $' jl~ e-(l'-')~~I liT 

[Uj 4", 0 _I P31 P32 P33 P34 Uj _1 
Vj P42 P44 _ Vj _1P41 P43 

P12III 1l31l4-lil] )w ~ 2. I I P21 P P P /22 23 24 hj-I Pd~/dll' e-(<'-')~~Id't'~~ 
= 4" I II j_1P UP31 P32 P33 P34 

, 0 -I P P P P V _ (22)
44 

_
41 42 43 j 11 

One can use four random numbers to simulate the 
three integrations in Eq. (22). The first random num
ber simulates the distance s the photon will travel 
until it encounters an interaction event: 

dR[ = e-('t'-'t)~111 dt'~J..l1 

= ~ e-Pl dl 

leading to 

(23) 

The second and the third random number simulate 
the direction the photon will travel in case scattering 
occurs: 

dR2 dR3 = PdJ..l'd<p' 

=21t PdJ..l'd<p'/(21t) 

= 21t pi o(J..l', <p') Id0' dy'/(21t) 
0(0', y') 

= 21t P d0'dy'/(21t) 

8 
then R2 = 21t JP(cos0') d cos0' (24) 

o 
1 y 

R3 =- Jdy' (25) 
21t 0 

1 
=-y (25) 

21t 

The phase function P for the intensity determines 
the scattering angle 0. The rotation angle y relative 
to the direction of propagation prior to the collision 
is picked randomly between 0 and 21t. The fourth 
random number is required to determine whether 
the photon is absorbed or scattered: 

_ {:<;; 0, scattered 
R4 - (J) = (26)

> 0, absorbed 

Then the polarized radiances scattered j times (j ~ 1) 
can be simulated from 

(27) 

4 Results 

First we discuss the polarization difference and the 
intensity difference for a plane-parallel and vertical
ly homogeneous cloud having a geometric thickness 
of 1 km. Above and below the cloud vacuum is assu
med. We select two kind of clouds: a rain cloud with a 

0.5 ,--------,..-----,----...,...----, 

0.4 

0.3 

0.28s:: 
Q).... 0.1 
~ ..... 
Cl 0 . 

,. , 
--............ ,/
...... _--0.1 ........... , 


........ , :

-0.2 

....... / 

.... _ ....1 

-0.3 
0 50 100 150 

Scattering Angle (Degree) 

Figure 2 Difference (P" - PI/) between the perpendicular 
(P" ) and parallel (PI/) components of the scattering matrix as 
function of the scattering angles. The solid line is the differen
ce at 37 GHz for a rain cloud with a temperature of 280 K and 
a rain rate of 10 mmh-l. The dashed line is the difference at 
183 GHz for an ice cloud with a temperature of 245 K and an 
ice water content of 0.5 gm-3. The value of the dashed line is 
multiplied by 5. 
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10 

8 

--- 6~ 
c:: 
0 

';:l 
ro 4 
.~ -
~ 
0 2 

0 

-2 

-.. -- -- ..... --- ----

0 20 40 60 80 
Zenith Angle (Degree) 

Figure 3. folarization (T v - Th) at 37 GHz (solid line) for a 
rain cloud with a temperature of 280 K and a rain rate of 10 
mmh-l, and polarization (Tv - Th) at 183 GHz (dashed line) 
for an ice cloud with a temperature of 245 K and an ice water 
content of 0.5 gm-3 depending on zenith angle. The value of 
the dashed line is multiplied by 5. 

rain rate of 10 mmh- I , a temperature of 280 K, and 
the cloud top at 850 hPa; an ice cloud with an ice wa
ter content of 0.50 gm-3, a temperature of 245 K, and 
the cloud top at 350 hPa. The clouds are composed of 
spherical particles distributed according to the Mars
hall-Palmer size distribution (Marshall and Palmer, 
1948). The radiative properties of the hydrometeors 
of the cloud are computed from Mie-theory. The ab
sorption coefficients of the atmospheric gases are ta
ken from Liebe (1985). The resulting Mie scattering 
matrix has the following characteristics (Figure 2): at 
37 GHz Prr is always larger or equal to Pll for the 
rain cloud; at 183 GHz Pll is always larger or equal to 
Prr for the ice cloud. The resulting polarization diffe
rence of the outgoing radiation is always positive for 
the rain cloud at 37 GHz and the polarization is al
ways negative for the ice cloud 183 GHz (Figure 3). 
This confirms the conclusions drawn from Eq. (8) 
and Eq. (9) . The polarization difference also results 
in different intensities calculated from the unpolari
zed radiative transfer model (Figure 4). The polariza
tion difference above the rain cloud is larger than 
the polarization above the ice cloud because the dif
ference between the perpendicular and parallel com
ponents of the Mie scattering m~trix for the ice 
cloud is smaller. 
To investigate the influeNce of the single scattering 
albedo and the optical depth on the polarization dif

0.2 r----.------.----.----,-----. 

0.15 

--- 0.1~ 
8 
§0.05 ,.... 

,-.,~ .... 0 ",'--------'o ,.a ---- ----_ .. -- ---- ---- ---- ----- .. --,,'.~0.05 

B..s -0.1 

-0.15 

-0.2 :-----'-0--4......0----'60'---8-'-0---'0 2
Zenith Angle (Degree) 

Figure 4 Same as Fig. 3, but for the intensity difference. The 
value of the dashed line is multiplied by 50. 

ference both parameters were varied over a large 
range. As expected the brightness temperatures ge
nerally decrease with the increase of the single scat
tering albedo, and increase with the increase of the 
optical depth (Figure 5). For the rain cloud at 37 
GHz the polarization is positive for all single scatte
ring albedos and all optical thicknesses (Figure 5a). 
The polarization is always negative for the ice cloud 
at 183 GHz (Figure 5b). 
We then investigated the polarization difference at 
an observation angle of 54°, an angle close to the vie
wing angle of most satellite-borne passive microwa
ve radiometers, as a function of rain rate or ice water 
content and frequency. For the rain cloud the pola
rization difference is always positive (Figure 6a). 
Maximum polarization difference occurs from 30 to 
40 GHz and at intermediate rain rates. For the ice 
cloud the polarization difference is always positive at 
low frequencies, but negative for the high ice water 
content and high frequencies (Figure 6b). In general 
the polarization difference, positive or negative, in
creases with the ice content. 
To study the effect of finite clouds we simulated a 
rain cloud assuming a vertical extent of 4 km and 
varying horizontal cloud cross-sections. The rain rate 
is fixed to 10 mmh·1 and the cloud is surrounded by 
vacuum. The average brightness temperature at the 
top of the cloud is calculated for a viewing angle of 
54° over the 1 km by 1 km center area. The polarizati
on difference changes from positive values for large 
horizontal sizes to negative values for small horizon
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Figure 6a The variation of the polarization with frequency and rain rate (mmh-') for a rain cloud 
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Table 1. The variation of the vertically and horizontally polarized brightness temperature Tv and T h 

at a viewing angle of 53° for 37 GHz with different horizontal sizes X (in km) of a cubic cloud. The 
rain column in the vertical direction is fixed to 4 km. The brightness temperature at the top of the 
cloud is calculated at the center area of a size of 1 km by 1 km. 

X 1000 100 10 5 3 2 1 

Tv 254.12 254.12 252.08 219.92 172.98 132.22 73.58 

Th 251.48 251.48 249.48 218.80 173.08 132.70 73.92 

tal sizes (Table 1). Since the phase matrix is the same 
for all clouds the change in polarization is caused by 
the change of the emission field: For a plane-parallel 
cloud maximum emission within the cloud is at 900 

zenith angle, due to the infinite optical depth in that 
direction. The maximum emission will be towards the 
lower zenith angles with the decrease of horizontal si
zes of clouds. For small clouds the emission field will 
become more and more isotropic and finally larger 
for upward and downward directions, which results in 
smaller and finally negative polarizations. 

5 Conclusion 

We investigated the polarization difference and the 
intensity in the microwave region. The polarization 
from sea surfaces results from the different reaction 
of the vibration of the dipole of the water molecule 
to the parallel and the perpendicular electric fields. 
The polarization from scattering within clouds with 
spherical particles results from the combination of 
the anisotropic phase matrix and the anisotropic ra
diation emission field. The intensity difference when 
using polarized or unpolarized radiative transfer mo
dels results from both the polarization and the ani
sotropic phase matrix. For the plane-parallel model 
we conclude that: Iv - h ~ 0, when Pll ~ P,,; Iv - h ~ 0, 
when Pll ~ P,,; Iv = If!, when Pll = P". 
Therefore, by using the Rayleigh scattering matrix 
the polarization is always positive. We have also cal
culated the polarization for various rain rates, ice wa
ter contents, and frequencies. All results support the 
above conclusions. For finite clouds both the sign 
and quantity of the polarization may change with the 
cloud size. The polarization produced by spherical 
particles is only a few Kelvin and never exceeds 10 K 
in the microwaves. 

Our results for clouds were calculated for very sim
ple cloud structures in order to quantify the theore· 
tical predictions. Observed polarization difference 
of microwave radiation above precipitating clouds 
are often lager (e.g. Spencer et al., 1983 a, b) and 

must be attributed at last partially to oriented as
pherical hydrometeors (e.g. Wu and Weinman, 
1984). 

Appendix A 

For Rayleigh scattering, the radiative transfer equa
tion from Chandrasekhar (1960) can be rewritten as 

For unpolarized radiative transfer, the phase function 
is positive. The integral term (i.e. scattering term) in 
the unpolarized radiative transfer equation increases 
the intensity, which has a positive interaction. For the 
polarized radiative transfer equation, the integral 
term should have the same effect when the phase ma
trix is positive defined. This is the case because the 
phase matrix in Eq. (A1) is diagonal-dominant and its 
diagonal elements are positive. Thus, Q is larger than 
or equal zero because Q is equal to zero without the 
scattering term. It can also be seen that Q is decoup
led from I, and Q equals to zero at nadir (i.e. ~ =1). 

Appendix B 

To simplify discussion we study the first order of 
scattering, which is the dominent scattering term in 
the microwave and infrared radiation. The conclusi
ons (8)-(10) can be seen out from Figure lb. We con
sider two scattering events occurred in the orthogo
nal planes A and B, respectively (Other scattering 
events are similar to the both events by rotating the 
planes because the radiation independs on a azimuth 
angles). Both planes contain the outgoing direction, 
and the vertical z-axis is in the plane A. One scatte
ring event is from the incoming ray Io(a) in direction 
a. The other scattering event is from the incoming 
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ray Io(b) in direction b. Both scattering angles are as
sumbed to be the same. Io(b) is from the horizontal 
path, where the size dimension is infinite. Io(a) is 
from the vertical path, where the size dimension is fi
nite or half-infinite. Therefore, Io(b) is larger than 
Io(a) . The parallel and perpendicular components of 
the scattered radiation occurred in plane A are 

!7(a)=cPI/Io(a), and I~(a)=cP"lo(a) (B1) 

The parallel and perpendicular components of the 
scattered radiation occurred in plane Bare 

I1(b)=cPuIo(b), and IUb)=cP"lo(b) (B2) 

where c the positive constant. Since plane A is the 
meridian plane, (B1) can be rewritten as 

Iv (a) =cPulo (a), and Ih(a)=cP"Io(a) (B3) 

Since plane B contains the outgoing direction and is 
normal to the meridian plane, thus 

Ih(b) =cPuIo (b), and Iv(b)=cP"Io(b) (B4) 

Therefore, the total radiation of the two scattering 
events is 

Iv = Iv (a) + Iv (b) 

=c Pu 10 (a) + c P" 10 (b) (B5) 

and 

h=lh(a) +Ih (b) 

= c P" 10 (a) + c PI/ 10 (b) (B6) 

The polarization difference is 

Q = Iv-h 
= c (Pu - P,,) (10 (a) - 10 (b)) (B7) 

The conclusions (8)-(10) are ready seen out from 
(B7) by noticing Io(a) < lo(b), which has been discus
sed in the first paragraph of this appendix. 
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